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Abstract

It has been proposed that seeing human movement or activity (M), while trying to say what

the static Rorschach inkblot design look like, is accompanied by Mirror Neuron System

(MNS)-like mirroring activity in the brain. The present study aimed to investigate whether the

Rorschach cards eliciting M responses could affect the excitability of the motor cortex by

recording motor evoked potentials (MEPs) elicited by single-pulse TMS over the primary

motor cortex (M1). We hypothesized that Rorschach inkblot stimuli triggering the viewer’s

experience of human movement would increase corticospinal excitability. Twenty-one

healthy volunteers (15 women) participated in the preliminary experiment, while another dif-

ferent sample of twenty-two healthy participants (11 women) ranging in age from 21 to 41

years was enrolled in the main experiment. Our results showed that the Rorschach cards

known to be associated with a high number of M responses elicited human movement both

as automatic internal sensations and as verbal production of responses involving human

movement. However, contrary to our hypothesis, the reported internal feeling of human

movement had no corresponding physiological counterpart, as the amplitude of MEPs did

not increase. Possible and innovative explanations for the involvement of bottom-up and

top-down processes were provided.

Introduction

There is a widespread agreement in the motor literature that, regardless of the actual function

of the Mirror Neuron System (MNS), the observation and execution of actions are not

completely separate but are interdependent to some extent (e.g., [1]). Indeed, action percep-

tion influences action execution, and the latter in turn influences action perception [2]. More-

over, it is generally believed that the observation of a particular action/movement in

conjunction with the embodied simulation of the same action is likely to trigger MNS-like

activity [3]. Previous studies using transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) showed an

increase in the motor system activity when dynamic information about bodily actions was

derived not only from static pictures of postures [4], but also from abstract (static) figures and

stimuli. More recently, a few electroencephalography (EEG) studies [5,6] investigated the
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activation of motor cortex for abstract artworks. Interestingly, the results of these studies

showed that mu rhythm suppression can be elicited by passive observation of abstract art

works (i.e., Lucio Fontana’s slashed canvases evoke the artist’s action to cut the canvas and

look more dynamic with respect the control stimuli); thus, the cortical motor system appears

to be involved in the viewing of static abstract art works. As well as for the actions observed,

perceived, performed, and imitated, the involvement of the cortical motor system also depends

on the interaction with emotional stimuli. Emotions are thought to be closely associated with

actions and often trigger and automatically guide our behavior for interactions. For example,

in an early phase (i.e., 150 ms) an enhancement of corticospinal excitability for the observation

of happy and fearful emotional faces compared to neutral expressions was observed specifically

in the right hemisphere; interindividual differences in the disposition to experience negative

emotions in interpersonal emotional contexts also predicted the early increase in corticospinal

excitability to emotional facial expressions [7]. Viewing people in emotional pictures (i.e.,

IAPS stimuli) increased motor excitability compared to viewing landscapes or household

objects [8], suggesting that emotional cues can stimulate the body to act [9].

The ambiguous, Rorschach stimuli and the spontaneous attribution of

human movement

The Rorschach test consists of 10 ambiguous inkblot designs. Typically, subjects are asked to

tell the examiner what they see in the inkblots. Their responses are then interpreted based on

(a) what they see, (b) what they saw in the inkblot (e.g., the shape, the color, etc.), and (c)

where in the inkblot they saw each of their perceptions. According to various Rorschach theo-

rists [10,11], the human movement responses (M) indicate the ability to use one’s imagination

to elaborate human experiences or activities, ideation, interpersonal cognition, and related

constructs such as imagination, intelligence, reasoning, and thinking before doing. In other

words, a person who sees, for example, “a man lifting an object that is much too heavy for

him” is thought to implicitly identify himself to some extent with the character of the response,

thereby revealing important information about him/her-self.

Several data support the validity of the M response in the context of an identificationmech-

anism [12–16]; the psychological process that triggers M responses is similar to theoretical

constructs such as Einfühlung (a German word literally meaning "feeling-in" which has been

adopted into the experience of art referring to the immediate physical responses generated in

the viewer by the exposure to art painting), empathy (the ability to understand the sensations

of others, for example), and also mentalization (e.g., [17–19].

According to the idea that the M depends on a mechanism of identification or embodi-

ment, it was proposed that the spontaneous association of M with ambiguous or partially

unstructured visual stimuli (such as some Rorschach inkblots; i.e., II, III, VII card; [20]) would

be accompanied by MNS-like mirroring activity in the brain. To date, this hypothesis has been

supported by EEG [21] and repetitive TMS (rTMS) [14,15] studies. In a first study [21], EEG

data were collected while participants were exposed to a set of four Rorschach inkblots and pic-

tures that were similarly designed. Given that the suppression of the 8–13 Hz wave at C3, Cz,

and C4 scalp locations (i.e., mu suppression) is thought to be an index of mirroring activity in

the brain [22,23], the authors hypothesized that attribution, identification, and observation of

human movement would be associated with increased EEG mu suppression, compared with

control conditions. The results supported this hypothesis, leading to the conclusion that the

internal representation of the “feeling of movement” might be sufficient to trigger MNS activ-

ity even in the presence of minimal external cues. Subsequent EEG studies [24,25] examined

all ten Rorschach cards in a larger sample confirming similar effects to the previous ones.
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More recently, an rTMS study provided additional data supporting the relationship between

M responses, embodied simulation, and mirroring activity in the brain. Andò et al. [14]

administered a subset of Rorschach inkblots to a sample of non-clinical adults during a base-

line condition (without rTMS) and soon after inhibitory rTMS. Half of the participants (i.e.,

the experimental group) were stimulated over the Left Inferior Frontal Gyrus (LIFG, a putative

MNS-like activity area), whereas the other half (i.e., the control group) were stimulated over

the Vertex (a control area). Consistent with the hypothesis that the generation of M responses

is associated with mirroring activity in the brain, the LIFG disruption, but not the Vertex,

resulted in a statistically significant reduction in the tendency to perceive human movements

in the ambiguous Rorschach inkblots compared with the control condition. These results were

replicated in a second rTMS study [15] in which EEG data were recorded: disrupting the LIFG

but not Vertex, decreased the number of M attributions but unexpectedly rTMS did not signif-

icantly influence EEG activity.

Finally, a more recent fMRI study [26] reported that M responses were associated with

embodied simulation and MNS-like activity: univariate region-of-interest analyses showed

that production of M responses were associated with significantly higher activity in MNS-

related brain regions when compared to non-M Rorschach responses. Overall, all of the above

results were consistent with the traditional interpretation of the M responses as an embodied

simulation process, feeling of movement, and empathy components.

Against this background, the present study aimed at investigating whether the Rorschach

cards evoking M responses could affect the motor-cortex excitability as measured by motor

evoked potentials (MEPs) induced by single pulse TMS over the primary motor cortex (M1).

We hypothesized to observe an increase in corticospinal excitability when exposed to Ror-

schach cards closely associated with M response.

Method

Participants

The study consisted of two separate experiments, i.e., the preliminary and the main experi-

ment. Twenty-one non-clinical healthy volunteers (15 females) ranging in age from 22 to 26

years (M = 23.95; SD = 1.20) participated in the preliminary experiment whereas a different

sample of twenty-two healthy participants (11 females) ranging in age from 21 to 41years

(M = 25.32; SD = 4.03) was enrolled in the main experiment. All participants were right-

handed, as assessed with the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory [27], naïve to the experimental

procedure and before taking part in the study gave written informed consent. None of them

had a history of neurological, major medical, or psychiatric disorders and participants enrolled

in the main experiments were free from any contraindication to TMS [28] based on self-

reported information and TMS screening checklist. The experimental procedure, according to

the Declaration of Helsinki, was approved by local Ethics Committee of the University of

Turin (number of protocol: 3167)

Rorschach performance assessment system (R-PAS)

The Rorschach Performance Assessment System (R-PAS; [13]) is a relatively new, psychomet-

rically sound, evidence-based Rorschach method developed to overcome most of the limita-

tions of previous systems. R-PAS has so far proven to be a reliable [29–31] and valid (e.g.,

[14,32–34] method for administering, coding, and interpreting the Rorschach. As a perfor-

mance-based personality test, the basis for Rorschach interpretations rests on the fact that

behaviors observed in the microcosm of the task (i.e., while taking the Rorschach test) are

likely to generalize to behaviors occurring in the outside world. Thus, people who tend to be
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oppositional and aggressive in the Rorschach test are likely to exhibit these traits outside the

test situation as well (i.e., in their daily lives) [13]. The administration consists of two phases:

The Response Phase (RP), in which the examiner asks the respondent to answer the question,

“What might this be?”, and the Clarification Phase (CP), in which the examiner asks a series of

questions to “clarify” the coding and resolve ambiguities.

The preliminary experiment

The preliminary experiment was performed in order to verify whether the administration of

the Rorschach’s inkblot cards on a PC display was effective in inducing a feeling of movement

in the observer as the standard administration. To this aim, a total of six Rorschach cards were

selected, three cards (i.e., MCards; II, III and VII) with the highest frequency of human move-

ment attribution (M responses), and other three cards (i.e., Non-M Cards; V, VI and VIII)

with the lowest frequency of human movement [13,20]. The preliminary experiment consisted

of two experimental sessions differing for the Rorschach’s cards presentation. In the first one,

participants underwent to the Rorschach’s cards presentation at the PC screen (PC administra-

tion), while in the second one the Rorschach’s cards presentation followed the standard proce-

dure (standard administration), see details below. This allowed to directly test if the two types

of Rorschach administration are equivalent in inducing the perception of feeling of

movements.

In the “PC administration”, stimuli were presented on PC screen (17” monitor; resolution

1280x720 pixels; refresh frequency 60 Hz) placed at a distance of ~80 cm away from the partic-

ipants. The experiment was programmed by using E-prime presentation software V2.0 (Psy-

chology Software Tool Inc., USA) in order to a) control stimulus’ sequence, timing and

duration and b) record the participants’ responses. The experiment consisted of a total of 30

stimuli presented in a pseudorandom order, 15 of them were M cards (5 II, 5 III, and 5 VII)

and the other 15 were Non-M Cards (5 V, 5 VI and 5 VIII). Each card was presented for 300

ms and then participants were asked to judge the amount of the perceived feeling of human

movement (i.e., “how much human movement do you perceive in the presented inkblot?”) using

a 9-points Likert scale ranging from 0 “not at all” to 9 “definitely” (the participants verbally

gave their number so as not to make hand movements; after listening to the number, the

experimenter entered the value in E-prime). A black screen with a fixation cross with a variable

jittering (12000–16000 ms) was presented before the next trial. In this study, we used the stim-

ulus duration of 300 ms since this timing resulted effective for an increase in (hand) motor

excitability in previous TMS studies (e.g., [8,35–37]) showing that neural activity reflecting

motor resonance is typically detected at about 250–350 ms after stimulus onset in the motor

cortices.

In the “standard administration” session (performed after the exposure of the Rorschach

stimuli during the “PC administration”), the Rorschach test was administered according to

R-PAS method by selecting only M and Non-M cards, as follows (see also, S1 Fig).

Scenario 1 –Response phase (RP): The respondent immediately remembers and reports the
object seen during the “PC administration”. In this case, the examiner shows the first card and

asks: “Concentrate, please.Do you remember what you saw before, in this card?” If yes, examiner

says: “What might this be?” If few responses emerge during the RP e.g., only one response per

card the examiner goes through the cards again in the correct order (from Card II to Card

VIII) and encourages the respondent to give a few more answers: “However, we need a few
more responses for the test to be helpful. So let’s go through the cards again. Take your time when
looking at them and see what other things you can come up with”. Examiner hands the respon-

dent the first card and says: “What else might this be?”
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Clarification Phase (CP): Examiner follows the standard R-PAS-CP. The Clarification

Phase exists only to obtain data for accurate coding of what was seen during the Response

Phase. The standard manner to introduce the Clarification Phase is as follows: “Now we are
going to start the final step.While looking at the cards I want to review your responses with you
to clarify what it is that you saw and how you saw it. So we will look at the cards one by one. I
will read your responses back to you and I want to know where on the card you were looking and
what about the inkblot made it look like that to you. Does that make sense?”
Scenario 2—RP: The respondent” does not remember having seen any specific object of “PC

administration, when examiner shows the first card. In this case, examiner follows the standard

R-PAS administration: “What might this be?”
CP: Examiner follows the standard R-PAS-CP.

Scenario 3—RP: The respondent does not remember having seen any object when the same
Rorschach cards are shown, but during the exposure to the Rorschach test [T2] they remember
their previous responses (provided during the [T1] “PC administration”). In this case, examiner

follows the standard R–PAS administration.

CP: Examiner follows the standard R-PAS-CP.

In the current study, two independent raters coded for the presence vs. absence of M

responses. The percentage of agreement was 98%, the ICC was 0.98.

The Main Experiment. The main experiment aimed to investigate whether the corticosp-

inal excitability could be affected by the Rorschach inkblot cards, being some of them able to

induce a feeling of movement in the participants and others not [20]. To this aim, as in the pre-

liminary experiment, participants underwent both the “PC administration” and the “standard

administration” of the selected Rorschach’s inkblot cards.

The “P he psychological process that triggers MC administration” session (see Fig 1), as in

the preliminary experiment, consisted of a total of 30 stimuli (15 M card and 15 Non-M card)

presented in a pseudorandom order by an E-prime (V2.0 Psychology Software Tool Inc.,

USA) for 300 ms with a jittered interstimulus interval of 12000–16000 ms. Note that the num-

ber of trials was based on the trials number of previous TMS experiment (see for e.g., [38–41]).

According to previous studies [35–37] showing that neural activity reflecting motor resonance

is typically detected at about 250–350 ms after stimulus onset in the motor cortices, the TMS

pulse over the primary motor cortex (M1) was delivered at the off-set of the card presentation

(i.e., at 300 ms) and MEPs were recorded. Then, as in the preliminary experiment, the amount

of the perceived feeling of movement was measured through a 9-points liker scale appearing

on the screen. Baseline measures of the corticospinal excitability were also assessed before (i.e.,

baseline pre) and after (i.e., baseline post) the experimental block by means of two supplemen-

tary series of 10 MEPs. A fixation cross lasting 10050 ms was presented in the centre of the

screen and TMS pulse was delivered 10000 ms after the fixation cross onset. These series of

MEPs were used to check for any corticospinal excitability change related to TMS per se

between the beginning and the end of the experimental block and their average amplitudes

were calculated to set individual baselines for data normalization (see details in data analysis

section). Participants were seated comfortable in front of a PC screen (17” monitor; resolution

1280x720 pixels; refresh frequency 60 Hz) at a distance of ~80 cm, with the head restrained by

a comfortable pillow wrapping around the neck and supported by a fixed head rest; in order to

avoid any muscles contractions, they were asked to keep resting their forearms on a pillow.

In the “standard administration” session (after the exposure of the Rorschach stimuli dur-

ing the “PC administration”), the Rorschach test was administered according to R-PAS

method, but by selecting M and Non-M cards only (in the same way reported in the prelimi-

nary study; please, see the preliminary study section above for details).
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Transcranial magnetic stimulation and electromyography recording. MEPs were elic-

ited by single pulse TMS trough a biphasic stimulator (Magstim Rapid2; Magstim Co. Ltd,

Whitland, UK) with a figure-of-eight-shaped coil (D70 Alpha flat coil) positioned over the left

M1 (hand area). The coil was held tangentially to the scalp with the handle pointing backwards

and laterally 45˚ away from the mid-sagittal line, such that the flow induced by the second

most effective phase of the biphasic pulse moved in an anterior-posterior direction, thus

behaving more similarly to a monophasic posterior-anterior pulse[42,43]. order to determine

the optimal position able to elicit the greatest amplitude MEP with the lowest stimulation

intensity, this orientation permits the lowest motor threshold, optimizing the stimulation [44].

By moving the coil in step of 1 cm over the left motor cortex the optimal point able to activate

the selected muscle was found, then the coil was fixed and held by a mechanical arm. The

intensity of magnetic pulses was set at 115% of the resting motor threshold (Mean±SD 64.56%

±9.81%, range 48.3–80.5% of the maximum stimulator output), defined as the lower intensity

of the stimulator output able to elicit five MEPs of ten consecutive pulses with an amplitude of

at least 50 μV [45].

Electromyography (EMG) activity was simultaneously recorded (MP150, Biopac System,

USA), from the right Abductor Pollicis Brevis (APB) and the right First Dorsal Interosseous

Fig 1. Experimental administration session. Top panel, schematic representation of the TMS protocol timeline. Bottom panel, schematic representation of a

single trial.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0287866.g001
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(FDI) muscles, using two pairs of bipolar surface electrodes with the active electrode over the

muscle belly and the reference electrode over the associated joint or tendon. Signals were

amplified and digitalized with a sample rate of 10 kHz, filtered with a band-pass (10–500 Hz)

and a notch (50 Hz), according to the method used in previous studies [39–41,46–51], and

stored for off line analysis.

Data analysis

Behavioral data. In both experiments, the participants’ ratings about the perceived feeling

of movement were analyzsed by means of paired t-tests (two-tailed). To detect violations of

normality, we checked the distribution of residuals by Shapiro-Wilk’s test (p>0.05). Note that

we did not use nonparametric statistics because the VAS (Likert) scale did not depart substan-

tially from normality (i.e., skewness < 2 and kurtosis < 7; [52]).

MEPs analysis

EMG data were analysed offline using AcqKnowledge software (Biopac Systems, Inc., Santa

Barbara, CA). In order to prevent contamination of MEPs by background EMG activity, the

absence of any voluntary contraction in 100 ms window preceding the TMS pulse was verified

by visual inspection monitoring the EMG activity online. For each muscle, all trials with any

activity greater than 50 μV were excluded from the analysis (less than 2% of collected data

[41,48]). For each participant and separately for each experimental condition (i.e., M cards;

Non-M cards) the average peak-to-peak MEPs’ amplitude (μV) was extracted and used as

dependent variable for further analyses. First, to control for the possible effect of TMS per se in

modulating corticospinal excitability, a preliminary analysis was conducted on the baseline

mean raw MEP values by means of paired t-tests (two-tailed), separately for each muscle. In

the main analysis, the MEP values recorded during the experimental block were averaged and

expressed as percentage of the mean MEP values recorded from the baseline (MEP

ratio = MEPexperimental/MEPbaseline), and then a natural log(x+1) transformation [53] was

applied to the raw data. The normalized data were analysed by means of paired t-tests (two-

tailed), separately for each muscle. To detect violations of normality, we checked the distribu-

tion of residuals by Shapiro-Wilk’s test (p>0.05).

Correlation analysis

Correlations were performed to examine whether a relationship existed between a) the beha-

vioural data [i.e., feeling of movement ratings during the exposition to the M Rorschach cards

and to the Non-M Rorschach cards] and verbally production of M responses to Rorschach test

(R-PAS), in the preliminary experiment; and b) the physiological data (i.e., MEP values in the

high M frequency Rorschach cards and Low M frequency Rorschach cards), behavioral data

(i.e., feeling of movement ratings during the exposition to the M cards and Non-M Rorschach

cards) and verbally production of M responses to Rorschach test (R-PAS), in the main experi-

ment. A linear regression analysis was performed and the normalized MEP values were used

to predict the participants’ ratings.

Results

The preliminary experiment

T-test performed on the participants ratings showed a significant difference between the M

cards and the Non-M Cards [t(21) = -3.29; p = 0.003], suggesting a significantly greater per-

ceived feeling of movement at the M cards (Mean±SD 3.61± 2.63) as compared to the Non-M
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Cards (Mean±SD = 1.97±1.70). We found marginally statistically significant correlations

(r = 0.428; p = 0.053) between perceived feeling of human movement at the M cards in

E-Prime PC administration (i.e., subjective ratings) and the M responses at the M Rorschach

cards, in R-PAS standard administration. These results confirmed that the experimental

manipulation had the expected effect, so we proceeded with the main experiment, which also

included the recording of MEPs.

The main experiment

The t-test performed over the participant’s ratings confirmed the results obtained in the pre-

liminary experiment (Table 1). We observed a significant difference between the M Rorschach

cards and Non-M Rorschach cards [t(21) = 4.93; p� .001 d = .05], suggesting a significantly

greater perceived feeling of human movement at the M cards (M = 3.80; SD = 2.28) as com-

pared to the Non-M Cards (M = 1.70; SD = 1.62). Furthermore, we observed statistically signif-

icant differences in the verbal production of M responses to the Rorschach test between the

high M frequency Rorschach cards and Low M frequency Rorschach cards (t(21) = 6.30;

p�.001; d = 1.34] suggesting a significantly greater number of M responses elicited by the asso-

ciated type of Rorschach Cards (M cards, M = 3.05; SD = 1.50; Non-M cards, M = 0.68;

SD = 1.62). The t-tests performed on the MEPs data collected during baseline did not show

any significant difference (p> .05; Table 1), thus ruling out any effect of the TMS per se in

modulating the corticospinal excitability. The t-tests performed on the MEPs data (log trans-

formed) did not show any significant difference between the M and Non-M Cards neither in

FDI (t(21) = -.35; p = .73) nor in APB muscle (t(21) = .39; p = .70).

We next conducted correlations between all variables, i.e., feeling of human movement (i.e.,

Average of VAS), verbal production of M responses to the Rorschach (i.e., Average of Ror-

schach M), physiological data (i.e., Average of MEP FDI and Average of MEP APB) (Table 2).

We did not find any significant correlations between behavioral and physiological data. Also,

surprisingly, the M responses to the Rorschach test correlated in the expected direction but

not significantly with VAS, in M (Rorschach) cards (r = .115; p = .609) and Non-M cards (r =

.165; p = .454).

Discussion

Our results are partially in the expected direction. Indeed, it is possible to observe how the II,

III, and VII Rorschach cards evoked human movement both as an automatic-internal sensa-
tion and verbal production of responses involving human movement, compared to the V, VI

Table 1. Comparison between M and Non-M stimuli.

M Cards Non-M Cards t(21) p d
Mean SD Mean SD

VAS 3.80 2.28 1.70 1.62 4.93 < .001 1.05

Rorschach M 3.05 1.50 .68 1.17 6.30 < .001 1.34

MEP FDI (log)

Raw data (mV)

-.066

.37 mV

.239

.28 mV

-.058

.4 mV

.209

.33 mV

-.35 .73 -.07

MEP APB (log)

Raw data (mV)

.043

.34 mV

.294

.21 mV

.029

.35 mV

.202

.22 mV

.39 .70 .08

Note: VAS = perceived feeling of human movement measured by VAS; Rorschach M = verbal production of M responses reported during R-PAS standard

administration.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0287866.t001
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and VIII Rorschach cards. We can therefore assume that during the exposure to the M Ror-

schach cards the observer experienced a “feeling of movement” within their body. This finding

is in line with the idea that the Rorschach inkblot stimuli are related to those processes under-

lying the ‘‘feeling of movement” in situations in which a person is wondered to understand,

elaborate, and/or attribute meaning to ambiguous stimuli. However, we found no significant

statistical correlations between the feeling of human movement reported by subjective ratings

(i.e., at the PC administration) and the verbal production of the movement-inclusive response

(i.e., at the standard administration). Furthermore, the reported internal feeling of human

movement had no corresponding physiological counterpart, as the amplitude of MEPs did not

increase. Possible explanations for these results are discussed below.

No correlations between VAS and Rorschach M responses

The feeling of the implied and inner movement may not be reflected in its conscious

representation and verbalization: The role of bottom-up and top down processes. An

unexpected finding was the lack of statistically significant correlations between the VAS, and

thus how strongly a participant perceived the sensation of human movement during the PC

administration, and the production of human movement responses to the Rorschach test. As

mentioned above, this result was unexpected given that previous studies have shown that expo-

sure to some Rorschach card elicit a feeling of movement [14,21,25], as (self) reported by sub-

jects and also at the neurophysiological level. According to complex models of attentional

processing [54–57] perception is the results of both bottom-up and top-down processes. Thus,

when one looks at the inkblots and provides responses, two attentional networks would be

active, the ventral attention system that automatically processes stimulus information related

to object properties such as shape and color, and the dorsal attention system [58], which is typ-

ically involved in top-down processes allocating the attention “voluntarily” toward specific

Table 2. Correlation between VAS, Rorschach M and MEP.

Avg VAS Avg Rorschach M Avg MEP FDI Avg MEP APB

M Cards

Avg VAS 1.00 .115 -0.276 -0.269

Avg Rorschach M .115 1.00 -0.095 -0.129

Avg MEP FDI -.276 -.095 1.00 .517*
Avg MEP APB -.269 -.129 .517* 1.00

Non-M Cards

Avg VAS 1.00 .165 -.085 .023

Avg Rorschach M .165 1.00 .073 .152

Avg MEP FDI -.085 .073 1.00 .469*
Avg MEP APB .023 .152 .469* 1.00

All (six) Cards

Avg VAS 1.00 .141 -.237 -.137

Avg Rorschach M .141 1.00 .01 .63

Avg MEP FDI -.237 .01 1.00 .510*
Avg MEP APB -.137 .063 .501* 1.00

*p � .05

** p �.01

Note: Avg VAS = Average of perceived feeling of human movement measured by VAS; Avg Rorschach M = Average of verbal production of M responses reported

during R-PAS standard administration.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0287866.t002
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locations or features [26,59]. Hence, during the Rorschach test, we can assume that firstly the

automatic and visceral bottom-up process (i.e., emotional and linked to body sensitivity) takes

place starting from the sensory input provided by the exposition to the Rorschach card. Then

the top-down process involving the dorsal system takes place, reflecting the fact that a person

trying to find their answer to the question “what might this be?” is likely to actively scan some

areas of the inkblot, searching for the best locations within the card, to give their answer. The

more ambiguous is the represented object the more extensive is the required mental process-

ing. This voluntary and most aware phase of the process occurs and the incoming data are

selected and filtered, undergoing encoding and decoding processes, and are adapted and read-

apted to the cognitive schemes already present. We can speculate that there is a substantial dif-

ference between what a person feels internally when exposed to the ambiguous, undefined

stimulus (which escapes awareness) (i.e., the bottom-up process) and what they perceive con-

sciously instead, having adapted some aspects of the visual feature of the ambiguous stimulus

to previous cognitive schemas (i.e., the top-down process). Therefore, the M-Rorschach cards

may be related to existence of different pathways (underlying two different mechanisms that

interact between them): a) an internal perception of the human movement from the sensory

data (e.g., parts of a stimulus) (bottom-up process) and b) the continuous adjustments and

readjustments to stored information during the standard administration (top-down process)

leading to the verbal production of M-answers (especially during the R-PAS response Phase;

e.g., [60]). Indeed, it has been reported that a great deal of dorsal attention network activity is

involved in the verbal “construction” and production of M responses [61,62].

No relationship between feeling of movement and MEPs

Feeling of movement and motor facilitation: Is there a relationship?. Activation of the

motor cortex for abstract artworks was studied using EEG [5] and ERPs [6]: engaging the

viewer’s motor system facilitates simulation of the sensorimotor correlates of the actions

depicted on a canvas and/or the actions of the artist in producing an art-work (e.g., the

actions/brush strokes required to produce a painting or sculpture; [63]. This motor simulation

is associated to an empathic response to a work and ultimately contributes to its aesthetic

appreciation [64,65]. Consistent with this view, single-pulse TMS [66] and neuroimaging stud-

ies (e.g., [67]) have shown greater activation of fronto-parietal areas known to link action per-

formance to action observation [1] during viewing of paintings compared to modified non-

artistic stimuli. Previous studies [4,8,68] reported that the action simulation promotes corti-

cospinal excitability mainly in the muscles used in the execution of the observed movements,

occurring approximately 200 ms after stimulus presentation [68–70]. Therefore, the motor

activation specifically reflects the simulation of the motor aspects of the artist’s painting acts

and would necessarily require the involvement of the affected body district. Furthermore, sev-

eral studies have provided evidence for even stronger motor activation in response to actions

that are further not easily available in and comparable with the observer’s motor repertoire

[71]. In all these cases, motor activation does not seem to reflect ease of simulation, but rather

an attempt to cope with unusual or completely new movements using familiar motor

representations.

The Rorschach cards “do not include” defined or already performed movements: by a mech-

anism of identification the subject adds to the inkblots the (human) movement, a characteristic

that a Rorschach inkblot “intrinsically” does not have. Differently from Fontana paintings or

the brushstrokes on canvas in which the observer can identify exactly a movement of the arm/

wrist extensor parts, in the Rorschach ambiguous/not defined stimuli a movement is inter-

preted and then attributed [13,34]. Therefore, we can speculate that the observer—just
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immediately exposed to the Rorschach card—does not necessarily have to draw massively

from their motor repertoire (see previous paragraph and the bottom-up process): all this could

trigger some kind of automatic embodiment without mediation of increased motor activity

and/or corticospinal excitability. This assumption is consistent with Finisguerra’s findings [72]

showing that lower motor activation was present in those subjects who reported a higher will-

ingness to adopt the cognitive perspective of others and embodied simulation. The latter result

seems to be consistent with the traditional interpretation of the feeling of movement related to

M responses generated by exposure to the Rorschach cards (e.g., [14,73]) which is probably

not necessarily associated with the activity of the M1 area and the resulting increase in the

amplitude of the MEPs. A recently proposed model for action observation (Dimensional Over-

lap Model) outlining the evolving dynamics of the motor system during action observation in

order to react to it following rule-based visuomotor matching, assumes two independent paral-

lel routes, an automatic and a rule-based one. Thus, according to this model the automatic

activation of motor representations (motor resonance) is not an obligatory step for applying

rule-based visuo-motor transformations [70].

There is a significant difference between what a person feels internally when exposed to the

ambiguous, undefined stimulus (bottom-up process) and what they elaborate consciously

instead after adapting some aspects of the visual features of the ambiguous stimulus to previ-

ous own cognitive schemas (top-down process). Therefore, we can hypothesize that only pro-

longed exposure to the Rorschach cards (e.g., [21,74]) and continuous adjustments and

readjustments of the stored information during the standard administration (related to the

top-down process; e.g., [61]) leading to verbal production of M responses could possibly

increase the cortical excitability and thus the greater activity of M1 and the consequent

increase in the amplitude of MEPs. In summary, the sensation of movement may also occur

immediately—this would be consistent with the analysis of timing in Pineda et al. [25] where

the suppression of M was observed as early as the first few seconds. However, the generation of

M probably also requires cognitive and verbal activity (and this is consistent with the various

Rorschach theories contrasting M and color, stating that the former is highly cognitive and the

latter more spontaneous). In support of this extra cognitive effort to give M responses, it is pos-

sible to note that in Ales et al. [62] M responses were indeed associated with longer-lasting

visual fixations than variables likely to reflect more spontaneous behaviors (e.g., Vg% or

color). Thus, given the intrinsic ambiguous nature of the Rorschach inkblot, the lack of any

modulation effect on the corticospinal excitability can be reasonably ascribed to the adopted

timing of the TMS pulse which could be too short. Indeed—in contrast to previous results

reported observing static real human body [8] finding a motor system activations after ~300

ms—a recent study by Fiori and colleagues [75] investigated corticospinal excitability while

participants observed paintings depicting either human and non-human scenes with either

static or dynamic posture/scenes. They observed that only paintings conveying the impression

of a dynamic human movements enhanced the amplitude of MEPs. However, in this study the

TMS pulse was delivered 600 ms after a painting was presented. Battaglia and colleagues col-

lected MEPs after 3 seconds while participants were asked to observe the Michelangelo’s

Expulsion from Paradise painting; similarly, Umiltà and colleagues [5] reported mu rhythm

suppression in a time window ranging from 250 to 750 ms after the appearance of the original

art works. Rorschach inkblots are abstract stimuli that do not convey motion-related informa-

tion per se, thus participants’ corticospinal system probably would have need more time to

“resonance” with such stimuli. Hence, we may supposed that if we had increased the timing

between the stimulus presentation and the TMS pulse, it would have been more likely to detect

corticospinal modulation.
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Furthermore, in the present study, we focused only on the hand muscles, assuming that any

feeling of movement induce by the observation of the card would have involved a hand move-

ment. However, the perceived movement would not necessarily imply hand muscles. Hence,

another possible explanation of the lack of corticospinal-excitability modulation could be that

participants might have re-constructed a human movement involving other body districts

(e.g., upper arm, leg or face).

Our considerations described above are shown graphically below (see Fig 2).

Conclusion

The results obtained are only partially in the expected direction. Nevertheless, it is necessary to

emphasize the relevance of the information obtained from the study and to show how the

aspects of motor activity are related to those of testing. The study is characterized by tech-

niques and a general methodology anchored in previous studies and results already validated

in the literature. The idea that testing exposure involves both bottom-up and top-down pro-

cesses is noteworthy [32]: there could be a first phase in which an automatic and visceral bot-

tom-up process starts from the sensory input provided by the exposure to the Rorschach

stimulus, and a second phase in which a top-down process takes place, in which attention is

“voluntarily” directed to specific locations or features of the Rorschach cards. In this second

and most deliberate phase of the process, the incoming data are selected and filtered, undergo-

ing encoding and decoding processes and being adapted and readapted to the cognitive sche-

mas already in place. During the Rorschach test, an individual may be involved by automatic,

implicit elements that escape consciousness but affect the production of the human move-

ment/observable behavioral response. The production of the human movement response

could mark a subsequent phase of voluntary readjustment, which may be accompanied by an

increase in the amplitude of MEPs and cortical excitability/activity (see, e.g., [21,61]) that

Fig 2. From embodiment to Ms verbal production (R-PAS; 2011): Findings and hypotheses.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0287866.g002
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occurs after a temporally prolonged exposure to the cards and is then manifested in the con-

crete verbalization of a response in which human movement is present; an observer who is

directly exposed to the Rorschach card does not necessarily have to draw massively from his

motor repertoire but the automatic embodiment may occur without mediation of increased

motor activity and/or corticospinal excitability.

What has just been described may seem to contradict previous studies on the Ms on the

R-PAS [15,25,26], but it should be underlined that in these studies, participants were exposed

to the Rorschach cards for more seconds (from 10 to 30 seconds): therefore, due to the very

short exposure time of 300 ms, probably no correlation was found in our study between the

VAS—which was used to evaluate the sensation of movement—and the elaborated and con-

structed human movement (verbal).

Limitations

This study has obvious limitations: the small sample, the fact that MEPs were detected in APB

and FDI muscles and not in other parts of the body that might be involved and activated dur-

ing exposure to the Rorschach cards, and no detection of MEPs over an extended period of

time (and/or specifically when the subject gave the type of response during standard R-PAS

administration although this would have caused several artifacts). In addition, the ecological

validity of this study is very limited: the R-PAS Rorschach test is administered in a different

way, e.g., by showing the 10 cards and conducting the RP and the CP in a quiet place without

the interference of machines and other factors; previous studies used the same timing, but the

stimuli to which participants were exposed, even if static and/or ambiguous, differed from the

Rorschach cards. Finally, we also attempted to find an explanation for the expected and unex-

pected results by including information from previous studies, but we did not measure dorsal

vs ventral activity in this study.

However, our study has the merit of being the first and only study to investigate the excit-

ability of the cortex based on the amplitude of MEPs during the strong visual stimuli of the

Rorschach test. How does the sense of movement emerge and develop over time? When does

embodiment transition to verbal production of the human movement response, index of

higher cognitive functions related to social cognition and empathy. The study attempted to

provide answers to these questions by reporting considerations and hypotheses.
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